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Disclaimer

The opinions or assertions contained herein are 
the private views of the author and are not to be 
construed as official or as reflecting the views of 
any organization or entity (government or non-
government) of which the author is affiliated.
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Background & Experience

Georgia Bureau 
of Investigation 

DoD – Forensic Science Center
(USACIL)

In-Q-Tel

Reactions experienced against the use of 
probabilistic reporting and models:
“unnecessary”, “unhelpful”, “creates backlogs”, “confusing 
to juries”, “too weak”, “imprecise”, “inaccurate”, 
“technology not ready”, “don’t understand”, “not 
comfortable testifying to statistics”, “not a panacea for 
error”, “undermining to experts”, “courts don’t require it”, 
“not generally accepted / admissible”, “creates reasonable 
doubt”, “threatening to careers” ... 
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Background & Experience

Need better 
research . . .

Need better 
strategy . . .

Then Now



Calls for Reform
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The Solution
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Research and technology have proliferated . . .
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The Result

But . . . Current practice remains the same . . .
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Challenges

Why?



Challenges
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The Challenge . . .

There’s more to it than 
just performance . . .

Strategy

Validation for 
(what) 

Intended 
Purpose

Psychological 
and 

Sociological 
Factors

Legal & 
Regulatory 

Requirements

Quality 
Management 

System

“willing to use” “able to use”

“trusted to use”
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Will people be willing to use it?

People tend to be averse to algorithms and prefer to rely on their own 
judgment—often despite knowledge that their own judgment is typically 
inferior to that of algorithms.  This phenomenon is exacerbated when people:

 Possess domain expertise
 Are faced with high stakes decisions
 Presented with an imperfect algorithm

Q: What are the behavioral tendencies toward algorithms?
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Will people be able to use it?

Computational methods have potential to improve 
performance, but often at the cost of transparency and 
explainability – Courts must balance these competing values 
as it considers admissibility and upholds the constitutional 
rights of the defendant.  Admissibility depends on:

Q: Is the technology admissible in court?

1. Do validation studies adequately address the circumstances in the present case? 
 Rules of Evidence: Relevance, Reliability

2. Can the defendant challenge the credibility of the algorithm (e.g., design, 
validation, operation)? 
 Constitutional Rights: Due Process, Confrontation

3. To what extent did the algorithm impact the ultimate conclusion?
 Greater impact  Greater need for scrutiny, transparency, and 

explainability
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Methods must be developed in a way that are 
conducive to implementation within a Quality 

Management System (QMS)

Will people be trusted to use it?

How will it fit within a Quality Management System (QMS)?
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Issues to Reconcile

1. We must be clear about how human experts and 
computational tools can cohabitate (e.g., roles, 
responsibilities).

2. We must allow for flexibility in how the computational 
tools are used, and the extent to which they provide the 
basis for the evaluation of the evidence.

3. We must allow for the computational tools to be 
implemented in a way that preserves existing practices 
and does not introduce risk to the admissibility of the 
evidence overall.
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A Framework for Practical Implementation

Adapted from: Swofford, H. and Champod, C. Implementation of Algorithms in Pattern & Impression Evidence: 
A Responsible and Practical Roadmap, Forensic Science International—Synergy, 3:2021, 100142.
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What computational 
tools are available?

Quality Metrics and Probabilistic Models
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Quality Metric Software Tools

https://forms.fbi.gov/universal-latent-
workstation-ulw-software-download-request

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4426344

LQMetric (Kalka et al.)
DFIQI (Swofford et al.)

LFIQ (Yoon et al.)
ESLR (Stoney et al.)

SNoQE (Richter et al.)

https://forensicstats.org/quality-
metric-algorithms-for-fingerprint-

images/https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4426484



 Quantitative measures are critical for ensuring robust scientific 
practices and enduring admissibility of forensic evidence.

 Validated quality assessment tools and probabilistic models are 
free and available for anyone to access.

 Recommend introducing the tools as a Level 1 first, then 
proceeding to Level 2 as the “Target Level” for implementation.
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Looking Forward . . .



Questions / Discussion
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